We study classification problems for generic isotropic submanifolds. The classification list of simple and unimodal singularities is obtained and the generic evolutions of quasicaustics in small dimension are classified. Examples encountered in geometric optics are presented.
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with "Hamiltonian" C. Let F be the set of bicharacteristics of C. Let p: C -+ F be canonical projection along bicharacteristics and we define the graph of p, <9?c = graph/? = {(xj)Elx7;y = p(x), xeX}.
If F admits a differentiate structure and p is a submersion, then there is a unique symplectic structure K on 7 such that p*κ = ω\ c . Thus we deduce that 3%c * s a Lagrangian submanifold of X x 7 endowed with the symplectic structure Ω = π\κ-π\ω, where π, : Ix F -> X(F), / = 1, 2, are the cartesian projections. In fact Ω\^ = p*κ -ω|c = 0 and dim^c = ^(dimX + dim F). Being the graph of submersion, ^c is called the symplectic reduction relation between (X 9 ώ) and (F 9 k). More generally we define a symplectic relation from (X 9 ω) to (F, K) as an immersed Lagrangian submanifold of the symplectic manifold (Ix7,Ω). For any subset ^cl, the set &(SF) = {y e F there exists x G ^ such that (x,y) Let L be a Lagrangian submanifold of (T*M 9 %) transversal, in a neighborhood of some point p G L, to the fibers of the canonical fibration %M -Then in a neighborhood of the point KM{P) € Λf there exists a smooth function S: M -+ R such that L is locally defined as the graph of the section dS: M -> T*M. S is called the generating function of L (cf. [Hδr] ). If the transversality condition is not fulfilled then L is represented locally as an image &c(N) by the symplectic reduction relation J^Cc Γ*(Af xΛ), C = {(p, q, //, λ) // = 0}, where A = R k is a Morse parameter space parametrized by (A), and N is a Lagrangian submanifold of Γ*(Λ x M) transversal to the canonical fibration. Thus L is always locally represented by a family F, of functions on a manifold Λ, parametrized by M; F: M x Λ -• R (cf. [Wei] ). It is called the Morse family or generating family, and defines L by the following equations: Let / be an isotropic submanifold of (T*M, CUM) \ i.e. if i: I -> T*M is an immersion of / then Ϊ*COM = 0. We assume dim/ < dimM, then the quasicaustic of / is defined as an image ΆM(I) .
Isotropic submanifolds and their quasicaustics arise naturally in a number of contexts including, for example, optical diffraction on apertures [Kel] , [Ja2] , geometry of bicharacteristics of Hamilton-Jacobi equations [AM] and symmetric phase transitions [JR] . In this paper we introduce the notion of generating families for isotropic submanifolds. Then we find that the natural group of equivalences, in the space of generating families, preserves the boundaries and corners in Morse parameters (cf. [Sie] ). In contrast to the equivalences of the coisotropic submanifolds, which preserve the fibre structure in unfolding parameters (cf.
[Was], [Ja3]), our group comes from the straightforward generalization of the standard singularity theory (cf. [Wai] ).
In §1, we introduce the notion of /-Morse family generating an isotropic submanifold / and show geometric examples where isotropic submanifolds and their generating families appear naturally.
In §2, we describe the general singularity theory machinery that can be used to classify isotropic submanifolds and their quasicaustics. Then we classify the simple and unimodal /-Morse families generating the isotropic submanifolds with dim/ = dimM -1, which involve maximally three Morse parameters.
In §3, we apply the methods of singularity theory of functions on varieties [Bru], giving the complete classification of generic evolutions of quasicaustics that can occur if dimM < 4. we call / an isotropic submanifold of X. If /: / -> X is an immersion of / then / is called isotropic if z*ω = 0 (cf. [AM] ). It follows that dim/ < ^ dimX, and lagrangian submanifold is the case Let / be an isotropic submanifold of (T*M, %), dim/ < dimM. Following the idea that all symplectic objects should be, at least locally, generated by generating families we seek an adequate notion corresponding to isotropic varieties. 
Proof. To each germ (/, 0) corresponds a coisotropic submanifold (C,0)cΓM with / to be its bicharacteristic passing through 0. There are isotropic varieties which play an important role in geometry and physics (see [Kel] , [Hor] , [AG], [Ja2] ) and they are no longer smooth. Nevertheless they can still be represented in the form (2) by the /-generating families. endowed with the symplectic structure ω = Σ^1 dpi Λ dq , derived from the unique SL2(i?)-invariant symplectic structure of the space of binary forms of 2k + 3-degree by symplectic reduction (see [Zak] , [AR1]). The space of characteristics of the Hamiltonian system with Hamiltonian H(p, q) = p λ + ~q{p2 + + \~q\ + \ -> corresponding to translations of x, is identified with the space of polynomials
endowed with the reduced symplectic form Σί=i dpi Λ dqi. By the obvious identification
we obtain the /-generating families for the isotropic spaces of polynomials I r in T*Q having root of multiplicity > k + 1 + r. Recall that /o is a lagrangian variety in T*Q called an open swallowtail (cf. [Arl] ).
G r :QxR r xR r+ι
In the case k = 2, r = 1, i.e. the variety of polynomials of fifth degree having root of multiplicity > 4, the stationary set is described By the lineo-linear invariant {/, g} in the space of binary forms (cf.
[KR]), we define the bilinear form
with the SL2(i?) invariant symplectic structure. We recall with ω = Y%1\ dp i Λ dq\. It defines the symplectic mapping along characteristics of H, say π#: C = {H = 0} -> X. The coisotropic submanifold C is generated by the following generating family (cf.
[Ja3]) F:
We denote C? = {{p, q) e Q 2n + ι x Q 2n : p x = 0, ... , p r = 0} r > 2. By reduction π#: C Π Cf -* X we obtain the corresponding coisotropic varieties in the space of pairs of polynomials with roots of multiplicity greater than or equal to (0, r -1). Their generating families can be written as In an analogous way we obtain the generating families for coisotropic varieties π H (C n C/), Cf = {{p, β) 6 Q 2w+1 x Q 2w : fcn+i = 0, ... , i-s = 0}, 5 > 2, namely
We see that π#(C n C^7 Π Cf) c X form the lagrangian varieties. The irreducible component of the case r = n + 1, ^ = « is known as the open Whitney umbrella singular lagrangian variety (see [Giv] , [Ar2] ), which appeared as a generic singularity of systems of rays passing through the singular initial conditions represented by the generic isotropic submanifolds situated in given hypersurface {H = 0}. By straightforward calculations using the generating family F for C, we obtain the generating family for lagrangian variety π H (CnC> +ι nCfl) t namely f ( ή
This variety has two components: the first one forms the pairs of (F, (?) with roots of multiplicity at least (n+1, ή). The second forms the pairs (JF, G) with roots of multiplicity at least (n,n + l). The first component is called an open Whitney umbrella and is generated by the degenerate /-generating family:
Intersection of both components is an isotropic variety (polynomials with roots of multiplicity at least (n + l 9 n+l)) 9 with the generating family 
Classification of isotropic submanifolds. Let (/, 0) be a germ of a proper isotropic submanifold of (T*M\ O>M)
be a corresponding germ of the /-Morse family generating (7,0). Finding the generating families for coisotropic and isotropic submanifolds suggests the corresponding groups of equivalences of unfoldings preserving the fiber structure given on the space of unfolding parameters (cf. [Was] ). In contrast the natural group of equivalences for /-generating families is formed by diffeomorphisms preserving the corner in the space of Morse parameters. In singularity theory that group was first introduced by Arnold [AVG] , then generalized by Siersma [Sie] , and first applied in symplectic geometry of holonomic differential systems by Pham [Pha] .
Let %[q 9 β 9 χ) denote the space of smooth function germs at zero defined on M xR L x R κ . By ^(q 9 β 9 χ) w e denote the maximal ideal of %{q 9 β,λ). By (β x , ... , β L W{q,β,λ) we denote the ideal of %[q 9 β 9 λ) generated by β\, ... , β^ coordinate functions. Let 3f(L 9 K) be the set of germs at (0, 0) of diffeomorphisms of
DEFINITION 2.1. Two /-generating families (germs), are said to be /-equivalent if there exist the germ of diffeomorphism We easily see that the corresponding isotropic submanifolds defined in (2) by /-equivalent /-Morse families are identical. Now we use the standard group of symplectic equivalences (cf.
[AVG]). 
By ΔL,K(/)
we denote the Jacobi ideal of / e ^,Λ) > namely
We say that /G^^J has finite codimension c (equivalently we say / is finitely determined [Sie] Versality assures that all isotropic germs with fixed finite-determined G(0, β, λ) are generated by an /-generating family (not necessarily /-Morse family) obtained by an arbitrary puUback from the versal unfolding of G(0, β, λ) (cf. [Mar] ).
To classify (/, 0)-versal isotropic submanifolds we need at first to classify singularities of / e ^λ ^ with respect to the modified 2^L, inequivalence; i.e. we say that /, /' e Jtλ ^ are equivalent if there is a function g e {β\, ... , ^L) 2^, A) such that / and f + g are equivalent. Proof. Using the splitting lemma (see [Sie] , p. 122) and reducing the terms of order two or higher in (β) we find the prenormal form (3).
By this lemma and using the determinacy criteria (cf. Since now we assume that our /-generating family has a minimal number of λ-parameters, i.e. 3. Quasicaustics and their evolutions. Let (/, 0) be an isotropic submanifold of (Γ¥, %) with codim/ = dimM + r, r > 1. DEFINITION 3.1. We call the image set (π M (I), 0) c M a quasicaustic corresponding to (/, 0). Let (q, β, λ) -+ G(q, β, λ) be a generating family for (7,0). We see that the quasicaustic of (7, 0) can be written in the following way,
• M denotes the natural projection on the first factor then we can write The notion of quasicaustic was introduced in [Ja2] in the context of geometric optics of diffraction on apertures (cf. Example 1.4). Generalization to the system of apertures was given in [JP] .
On the basis of the preceding section (Proposition 2. Let Q(I) be a quasicaustic and g: {R n D Q(I), 0) -* R be a smooth function. We wish to classify these functions up to changes of coordinates in R n which preserve the quasicaustic Q(I). These we obtain by integrating vector fields obtained from the basis, say d, , constructed above. We denote the resulting group of diίfeomorphisms by &{Q{I)). Using the standard results of singularity theory on varieties we obtain the analogous notions of stability and determinacy (see [Bra] , [AVG] Proof. At first we show that g is a stable germ. By straightforward calculations using formula (4) we find the generators of the @( q y module of logarithmic vector fields Derlog Q(F 4 ) (cf. [Ja2] This implies that g is 1-determined by its one-jet j x g. Let g(q) = a\q-$ + α2<?2 + #3<7i so we obtain the four types of stable functions defined by the connected components of the complement of the variety By simple checking of the intersection of the "big" caustic Q(F 4 ) with the family of the level sets of the functions ±q\ ± q^ we obtain the following result. 
